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Duration: A Measure of Bond Price Volatility
How do maturity and coupon rate affect volatility? Both determine how quickly you, the
bondholder, get your money back. The longer you must wait to get your principal back,
the more the price of your bond will fluctuate with a given change in interest rates. This
effect is lessened by the receipt of coupon payments over the life of the bond. A higher
coupon rate means you get a higher portion of your total return prior to maturity in the
form of interest payments.
Each payment to the bondholder is multiplied by the amount of time that will elapse
until that payment is received. But there is a twist — duration is based not on the
time-weighted cash amount of each payment, but the time-weighted present value of
each payment.*
Once you have added up all the time-weighted present values of the payments, you
divide that number by the price of the bond (which is the sum of the unweighted present values) and the result is duration, a measure of time. Duration, then, is the average
amount of time it takes to receive the present value of your investment.
sum of
Duration= (present value of each payment x time until that payment is received)
price of bond

For example, a par bond due in 10 years with a 2.50% coupon would have a duration of
8.91 years, calculated as follows:
891 dollar-years
100 dollars

= 8.91 years

The 891 dollar-years in the numerator is the time-weighted present value of the various coupon payments and the final principal payment. Alternatively, if that bond had a
3.50% coupon and a dollar price of 108.80, the duration would be lower:
935 dollar-years
108.80 dollars

= 8.60 years

In this case, the numerator is larger because the higher coupon rate produces more dollars in each year. By itself, a larger numerator would produce a larger duration. However,
the proportional increase in the dollar price (the denominator) is even greater. The
increase in the denominator causes the duration to be lower.

* The present value of a sum yet to be received is the amount of money required today to have the desired amount at a specified
future date after compounding interest earnings at an assumed rate.
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One of the first things one learns about
bonds is that their prices increase when
interest rates decline and decrease when
interest rates rise. The extent to which a
bond’s price fluctuates due to changing
interest rates is called its volatility.
A bond’s volatility depends on two factors:
its coupon rate and when it will be retired
(at maturity or call date). Other things being
equal, the general rule is that:
1. The longer the time until retirement, the
greater the price volatility.
2. The lower the coupon rate, the greater the
price volatility.
So, if two bonds have the same maturity
(assuming no call options), the one with
the lower coupon will be more volatile.
On the other hand, if two bonds have the
same coupon rate, the one with the longer
maturity will be more volatile.
But how do we compare the volatility of
two bonds with different coupon rates and
maturities? We use duration.
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Duration as a Predictor of Price Changes
Duration has a very useful quality. With a slight modification (dividing by one plus the
semiannual yield of the bond) the duration number can estimate how much a bond’s
price will change in response to changing interest rates. If you multiply the “modified
duration” by the assumed change in interest rates, you can approximate the percentage
change that will occur in the bond’s price.
For example, consider again the 2.50% par bond due in 10 years (with no call options).
That bond would have a modified duration of 8.80 years (8.91 divided by 1.0125). On
the basis of duration, we would expect a decline of 10 basis points (0.10%) in yields to
increase the value of the bond by 0.88% to 100.880. In fact, the bond’s value would rise
to 100.884. In this case, the difference between the pure duration-based estimate and the
actual price change was quite small. A greater change in interest rates would produce a
less accurate prediction based on duration. The difference between the actual change in
price and the expected change in price due to duration is the result of a characteristic of
bonds known as convexity.

The Effects of Coupon and Maturity
In our previous example, the par bond had a modified duration of 8.80 years and a
maturity of 10 years. If a bond with the same coupon rate and price had a maturity of 11
years, its modified duration would be 9.57 years. If the coupon were raised to 3.50%, but
with the same 2.50% yield, the duration would be reduced back to 9.20 years. As a general rule, bonds that pay interest prior to maturity will have a duration less than maturity,
and the larger the coupon, the shorter the duration.
At the other extreme, reducing the coupon rate to zero makes the duration equal to
maturity. This is logical since the full amount of one’s investment return will be received
in one lump sum when the bond matures. There are no payments to reduce the average
time it takes to recover the present value of the investment.
The following graph shows the relationship between a bond’s effective maturity (when
the bond is expected to be retired) and its modified duration. As you can see, duration
does not increase as quickly as maturity.
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Source: Thomson Reuters. The bonds in the above graph are noncallable bonds priced at par with yields that vary by maturity.
Duration was calculated using Municipal Market Data yields for AAA-rated bonds as of 5/31/15 as appropriate for each maturity.
These examples are hypothetical and in no way intended to represent the performance of any Nuveen investment.
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Redemption Provisions
Call provisions can also cause a bond’s duration to be less than its maturity. Typically
duration is calculated based on the date to which the bond is priced. A premium bond,
which is redeemable at par sometime before maturity, will be priced to a call date. So
the modified duration will correspond to the call date, not the maturity date. Thus, in a
market where prices are rising, the volatility of a portfolio will tend to decline as more
and more bonds are priced to their call dates rather than to maturity. On the other hand,
when prices fall, volatility and average duration tend to increase because of the increase
in the number of bonds that are priced to maturity.
This also means that modified durations of callable bonds priced near par may shift
rapidly as prices move above and below par – and duration shifts from the call date to
the more distant maturity date.
An alternative measure of duration – known as “option-adjusted duration” or “effective
duration” – takes into account the effect of the call option on the expected life of a bond.
It weighs the probability that the bond will be called based on the spread between its
coupon rate and its yield, as well as the volatility of interest rates. Generally speaking,
option-adjusted duration (OAD) will be longer than modified duration when a bond
is priced to a call date, and shorter than modified duration when a bond is priced to
maturity. OAD is typically used to report the duration of portfolios containing mortgage-backed securities.
Call options limit the potential price appreciation of a bond, but do not limit the
downside, when the bond is priced to maturity. As a result, callable bonds typically have
negative convexity since the change in price in a rising market is not as great as the
change in price in a falling market.

Duration and Portfolio Management
In any case, since duration reflects bond price volatility, a portfolio’s average duration
is more meaningful than its average maturity. By comparing a bond’s duration with an
existing portfolio’s average duration, a portfolio manager tries to anticipate the effect that
buying or selling that bond would have on the portfolio’s volatility. Further, by exploring
how the duration of a bond might change in different market environments, a portfolio
manager can better evaluate the relative value of call protection.
Using duration analysis, the portfolio manager may elect, for example, to buy highcoupon, premium bonds to reduce downside risk, or buy deep discount bonds to try to
maximize potential price appreciation. Or the manager may decide that intermediateterm, current coupon bonds offer the best value. Whatever the approach, duration
analysis helps the portfolio manager evaluate the effects of various trading strategies
in an effort to better achieve the goal of minimizing price volatility while maximizing
total return. ▪
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For more information, please consult with your financial advisor and visit nuveen.com.
GLOSSARY

RISKS AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
This information represents the opinion of Nuveen Asset Management, LLC and is not intended to be a forecast of future events and this is no guarantee of any
future result. It is not intended to provide specific advice and should not be considered investment advice of any kind. Information was obtained from third party
sources which we believe to be reliable but are not guaranteed as to their accuracy or completeness. This report contains no recommendations to buy or sell specific securities or investment products. All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including possible loss principal and there is no assurance that an investment
will provide positive performance over any period of time. It is important to review your investment objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs before choosing
an investment style or manager.
Nuveen Asset Management, LLC is a registered investment adviser and an affiliate of Nuveen Investments, Inc.
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A basis point is a unit for measuring a bond’s yield that is equal to 1/100th of 1% of yield.
100 basis points = 1%.
A call provision allows the original bond issuer to repurchase and retire the bond within a
specific time window and price to be paid to bondholders. Callable bonds will pay a higher
yield than comparable non-callable bonds.
The coupon is the interest rate stated on a bond when it’s issued.

